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OVERVIEW
 CELA MANDATE
 TWO CASE STUDIES:
 NOVA WATER TAKING – WATER QUANTITY ISSUES
 WALKERTON TRAGEDY – WATER QUALITY ISSUES

 LESSONS LEARNED
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Clinic Mandate
 The Canadian Environmental Law Association (CELA)
is a specialty community legal clinic providing services
to low income individuals and disadvantaged
communities across Ontario in environmental law
matters. CELA was established in 1970, funded as an
Ontario specialty legal aid clinic by Legal Aid Ontario
since 1978.
 CELA services include environmental law legal
services, including representation before a variety of
courts and tribunals as well as assistance to individuals
representing themselves, summary advice, law reform
and public legal education.
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Clinic Mandate: Pollution & Income Data –
southern Ontario
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CLINIC MANDATE: POVERTY AND
POLLUTION IN THE GREAT LAKES
BASIN
 More than 1 billion kilograms, or about 25% of total air
pollutants reported in Canada, were reported being released to
the air in 2005 in the Great Lakes basin.
 The reported releases of air pollutants from industrial facilities
vary widely across the Great Lakes basin.
 There are 37 areas in the Great Lakes basin, that have both high
reported air releases of toxic pollutants and high poverty rates.
 People living in these areas may have a double challenge: high
potential for exposure to pollutants, and the physical and social
vulnerabilities that come with poverty

CASE STUDY #1 – WALKERTON
TRAGEDY, MAY 2000
 CELA had called for a Safe Drinking Water Act since the mid
1970s (US adopted federal law in 1974)
 Met resistance and lack of interest
 Many felt drinking water was adequately protected and safe,
especially ground water
 Ontario had drinking water guidelines only; they were not
binding standards
 Responsibility for providing safe water was not clearly
articulated
 Only real authority was with medical officer of health, rarely
used, and few health unit resources on drinking water
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WALKERTON EVENTS
 Tragedy struck Mother’s Day weekend, May 2000
 Multi-faceted causes:












Extreme rains
Manure storage
Vulnerable municipal well
Lack of chlorination
Deceit
Lack of oversight (both health and environment)
Privatization of labs, provincial budget cuts (“red tape reduction”)
Shrinking of resources
Poorly defined legal responsibility
Constrained land use planning tools
Lack of knowledge about drinking water as a health threat
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LEADING TO LAW REFORM
 Public Inquiry launched
 CELA represented Concerned Walkerton
Citizens
 All political parties promised to implement the
Inquiry recommendations
 Two-part inquiry delved into the causation
chronology and causes; as well as the systemic
causes and preventive recommendations
 Recommended a multi-barrier approach to
drinking water protection
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DRINKING WATER PROTECTION
 Multi-barrier drinking water protection framework now
embedded in law and policy
 Includes the Safe Drinking Water Act (with drinking water
standards; water treatment requirements; operator and lab
training and certification; drinking water system management;
oversight requirements by environment and health officials;
municipal councillors’ duties of care; adverse response protocols
including notification of public; requirements of transparency
and information disclosure; and extensive monitoring from
source water through distribution system); and drinking water
system financing
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DRINKING WATER SAFETY NET
 Also includes source water protection under the Clean Water Act
 The first “barrier” is source water protection, and separate
legislation, the Clean Water Act, sets up source protection
regions and committees across the province with
geographically-specific
binding source water protection plans and an extensive set
of rules for keeping contaminants out of intake protection
zones for both ground and surface water sources of
municipal water supplies
 Small municipal, small towns with non-municipal systems and
First nations still inadequately covered by source water
protection laws in Ontario, nor the rest of the safety net
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DRINKING WATER SAFETY NET
CONT’D
 Ontario also established the Walkerton Clean Water Centre
(including “circuit training” for Indigenous water operators) and
the Ontario Drinking Water Advisory Council (advises on
drinking water standards and
 Small non-municipal systems that serve the public are covered
in the Public Health Protection and Promotion Act, with
responsibilities of health inspectors and medical officers of
health.
 A wells regulation (Reg. 903) under the Ontario Water Resources
Act provides some level of protection for drilling drinking water
wells for private land owners; ( but CELA is still looking for major
improvements to the wells regulation in Ontario)
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DRINKING WATER - FEDERAL
 Canada publishes drinking water guidelines with input form
provinces and territories (and consults public first)
 Provinces and territories decide which of them to adopt; can be
more stringent (or less)
 Canada applies its guidelines to federal facilities such as defence
properties; and uses them in Health Canada monitoring of First
Nations’ drinking water systems
 First Nations drinking water systems under a patchwork of
funding agreements and the current federal legislation (Safe
Drinking Water for First Nations Act has not been implemented);
there are discussions occurring about replacing it with a new
framework
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ONGOING DRINKING WATER ISSUES:
E.G. LEAD IN DRINKING WATER
 Issue arose in Ontario in August 2007 with the discovery by the
London, Ontario medical officer of health of a surprising number of
exceedances of lead levels in consumers’ at-tap drinking water
 Ontario responded with request for advice from the Ontario Drinking
Water Advisory Council
 Ontario had a multifaceted response including extensive testing
requirements; corrosion control for municipal systems with lead at tap
issues; ongoing monitoring including at point of use; school system
testing and flushing; day nursery testing and flushing; a program to
help low income families with at tap filters
 Lead service lines remain a major source and CELA is advocating a
stepped up response
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OTHER WATER QUALITY ISSUES:
NUTRIENT REGULATION
 Nutrient Management Act passed in
2002 immediately after the
Walkerton Inquiry
 Extensive regulatory scheme that
requires nutrient plans and strategies
by a variety of actors such as large
animal farms; municipalities with
biosolids
 Provides specific rules regarding land
application, slopes, frozen soils;
nutrient waste management
containers; nutrient composting and
digesting and other related issues
 Remains a highly intractable issue
with nutrients still a concern in
Ontario including nitrates in
groundwater
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Q&A AND DISCUSSION #1
 Discussion starter:
 Why /how do you think it’s important to your area of study and your
future work to know about the Walkerton tragedy and the law and
policy developed afterward aimed at protecting drinking water?
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CASE STUDY #2 THE NOVA WATER
TAKING INCIDENT AND WATER
QUANTITY PROTECTION
 Previously the Great Lakes Charter between Great
Lakes states and provinces required prior
notification and consent of any major bulk
takings from Great Lakes
 “Nova” incident in 1998 prompted an uproar and
extensive response both in Canada and US;
changes to Ontario’s and Canada’s
allowances of large water takings and
diversions from major basins
 Agreement reached between Ontario,
Quebec and 8 Great lakes states;
followed by “Compact” of the 8 Great Lakes
states
 Resulting amendments to provincial and state
laws restricting bulk takings and diversions
 The rules for this system continue to evolve and acrimonious water taking
proposals on the US side have continued; the latest outrage is a proposal for
arbitrations of the conflicts between the parties to be confidential even though
they involve public parties
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WATER QUANTITY PROTECTION
CONTINUED
 Following the Nova crisis, Ontario made additional changes to its
pre-existing water taking regime
 Longstanding Ontario requirement for permits to take water
above 50,000 L. per day has been strengthened several times;
water takings are tracked and there are water taking charges on
certain commercial high-consumptive uses (where water is not
returned to the basin)
 However impact and conflict issues continue to arise; a current
provincial moratorium on new water bottling permits was
extended, and extended again while the province continues to
work on the underlying issues and meet with an advisory
committee
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WATER QUANTITY PROTECTION
FEDERAL AND BINATIONAL
 The NOVA crisis led to international hearings by the IJC
 Canada adopted federal requirements banning major diversions
or removals from the Canadian portions of the following largescale basins, i.e.:
 The Great-Lakes St. Lawrence Basin
 Hudson Bay Basin
 St. John – St. Croix Basin

 Under the federal law, “removal” means any means of taking
more than 50,000 L per day out of the basin and includes any
means of diversion including by pipeline, canal, tunnel, aqueduct
or channel
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LAND USE PLANNING & WATER
PROTECTION
 Cannot consider water protection without considering land use rules
 One of the key documents for water protection issues arising out of land use planning in
Ontario is the Provincial Policy Statement, issued under Ontario’s Planning Act
 The whole document needs to be read as a whole and many aspects affect water, but
section 2.2 is specific to water protection and has significant provisions including
statements such as this one advising that “planning authorities shall protect, improve or
restore the quality and quantity of water by”
 “using the watershed as the ecologically meaningful scale for integrated and longterm planning, which can be a foundation for considering cumulative impacts of
development” (section 2.2.1 (a))
 (Note there are several defined terms embedded in this excerpt which must also be
consulted)
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Q&A AND DISCUSSION #2
 Why do you think protecting water quantity at a large scale
matters?
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LESSONS LEARNED: CHANGING LAW
& HOW TO LEVEL THE PLAYING FIELD
 Our clients are under-resourced and often lack political clout
 Their issues are often ignored or dismissed
 At the same time, solving their environmental issues benefits
the wider communities and populations
 Environmental legal tools make a concrete difference in
protection of environmental health and vulnerable populations
and are worth fighting for
 Collaboration of public, community groups, health, justice,
poverty, academic, and community leaders is key to success

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IS KEY - EG VIA
THE ONTARIO ENVIRONMENTAL BILL
OF RIGHTS REGISTRY

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
DISCLOSURE – CANADA’S NATIONAL
POLLUTANT RELEASE INVENTORY

BROWNFIELDS REGISTRY

RIGHT TO SPEAK OUT – ANTISLAPP LEGISLATION

LAW MATTERS - INTEGRATING CASE
WORK AND ADVANCING LAW
REFORM
 Supreme Court of Canada case of Spraytech led to similar bans in other
municipalities, followed by adoption of Ontario-wide ban on use of
pesticides for “cosmetic” (appearance) purposes – this was a priority
generated from our work on children’s health
 Longstanding calls for a Safe Drinking Water Act were finally successful
following the Walkerton, Ontario drinking water tragedy; years of law
reform efforts ensured that all of the recommendations were
implemented
 Work on lead at a smelter in Toronto in the early 1990s led to further
work on lead in paint, children’s products and drinking water
 Work advising First Nations regarding drinking water safety led to
piloting toolkits for First Nations Source Water protection at five First
Nations in Ontario and to ongoing input for a First Nations Safe
Drinking Water Act

ADOPTION OF STRONG LAW OVER THE YEARS
PROVIDES PROTECTION OF WATER – BUT
LAW ITSELF NEEDS PROTECTING

CELA’S HEALTHY GREAT LAKES
PROGRAM
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WWW.CELA.CA
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WWW.CELAFOUNDATION.CA
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Q&A AND DISCUSSION #3
 Why do you think you should discuss law in this collaborative
water program? Why does law matter? Why does it seem to
take crises to prompt meaningful improvement to water
protection?
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